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BOOK REVIEWS

J. Honigmann, Myriad-Minded Shakespeare: Essays, Chiefly on the Tragedies
and Problem Comedies, St. Martin's Press, 1989.

E. A.

As pages viii-ix make very clear, Myriad-Minded Shakespeare is a reworking of
very disparate ideas that have engaged E. A. J. Honigmann. Clearly, Honigmann
cares more deeply about some essays than others, but he fails sometimes to carry
the reader along with him in his enthusiasms. For example, in the final and longest
essay, Honigmann presents considerable evidence to dismiss the notion of Shakespeare's friends, Heminge and Condell, that the fluent bard hardly blotted a line.
Honigmann is walking a tightrope here with biography on one end of the balancing
pole and evidence of Shakespeare's revision on the other. By far the more interesting portion of the essay is the first, biographical part. Honigmann fails to sustain
continued interest by not intermixing the biographical and textual criticism through
the essay. Happily, Honigmann's textual research is at least original. His evidence
that the "To be, or not to be" soliloquy was an earlier written piece that Shakespeare
inserted in revision is very striking (209-rn). A continual reminder of the sort of
Shakespeare he is creating would strengthen this thoughtful essay proposing "a
myriad-minded dramatist who remained creatively engaged with every one of his
plays" (221). Honigmann himself has difficulty in maintaining a creative engagement with his readers in every one of his essays.
Nevertheless, Honigmann has certainly accomplished the hopes of his opening thesis that Shakespeare's plays teach us "to look in all directions" (3). His essays
cover a good deal of ground. The first asks what sort of man was behind the plays,
though perhaps it begs the question Can the poetry "make" the man? The second
stresses powerful rhetoric in Julius Caesar and a combined Machiavellian and
Elizabethan willpower as an alternative to E. M. W . Tillyard's views in
The Elizabethan World Picture. Perhaps the essay loses its American audience briefly
with its references to Thatcherite ministers. Ami-Thatcherism elsewhere tends to
date some essays unnecessarily, though I can understand the academic foundation
for Honigmann' s feelings. (See the otherwise excellent feminist reading ofAll's Well
That Ends Well in the eighth essay.) The essay on the politics of Hamlet argues
convincingly for Shakespeare's more than England-centered historical perspective
in this play. The next essay defends A. C. Bradley's "character-criticism" in Othello.
The fifth essay tries also to deal with Bradley's concerns about the construction of
King Lear. Here Honigmann shows his ready contributions to the current criticism of Shakespeare in production. In his sixth essay, Honigmann shows his concern with what I call acts o and 6 in Macbeth and Antony and Cleopatra. He cites
Shakespeare's knowledge of Greek tragedy (96) when he really means that
Shakespeare knew of the Oedipus story from the Latin closet tragedian Seneca.
The seventh essay presents historical background for Shakespeare's problems in
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producing Troilus and Cressida. Having written about Measure for Measure, I was
especially keen to read the ninth essay, but Honigmann mainly tries to show the
interweaving and the enlarging of the generic boundaries in many of Shakespeare's
other works. The penultimate essay on stage directions renews Honigmann' s penchant for textual criticism. These essays will be most useful to graduate students
and professors.
Paul R. Thomas
Brigham Young University
A. F. Allison and D. M. Rogers, The Contemporary Printed Literature ofthe English
Counter-Reformation between I558 and I640, Vol. 1 of Works in Languages Other Than
English, Gower Publishing/Scolar Press, 1989.
John O 'Malley, ed., Catholicism in Early Modern History: A Guide to Research,
Center for Reformation Research, 1988.
The two works under review here represent part of a resurgence of interest in
Catholic Counter-Reformation studies. For the past twenty or so years the main
interest in Renaissance theology has focused on the various aspects, problematics,
and influences of the Protestant Reformation. Only recently has the imbalance
begun to be addressed; this is signally important for producing a balanced view of
Renaissance theology. Both of these works make a significant contribution to
Counter-Reformation scholarship. The bibliographical work by A. F. Allison and
D. A. Rogers continues the important work of their previous volume A Catalogue

of Catholic Books in English Printed Abroad or Secretly in England I558-I640 (1956).
Perhaps of all the studies on the Counter-Reformation in England, this work has
made it possible to think in terms of an English Counter-Reformation. Their current volume will enable scholars to continue in-depth studies based on primary
bibliographical work.
The catalogue is composed of religious works written by English Catholics in
languages other than English. Some 1600 of these works are recorded and, where
necessary, annotated. The volume includes several useful indexes: publishers and
printers, chronological, proper names, and addenda and corrigenda. The compilers have read each work listed and often include notes for the work. Location as
well as number of copies are noted: By identifying fictitious imprints, variant editions and by listing anonymous and pseudonymous works, the compilers provide
important information that will help scholars fill out the printing and publishing
history of English Catholicism. Entries are recorded for such well-known English
Catholic figures as Edmund Campion, George Conn, Christopher Davenport,
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